
1- What are the colors of the American flag?
2- How many planets are in our solar system?
3- What type of fish is Nemo?
4- Where does the sun rise and set?
5- What are the four seasons in order?
6- What is gravity?
7- What is the life cycle of a butterfly?
8- What are the primary colors?
9- What is the color of a school bus?
10- What colors do you mix to make green?
11- How do you spell STOP?
12- What do you call a group of birds?
13- Whats the capital of the United States of America?
14- What is the first day of the week?
15- How many legs does a spider have?
16- What is the color of an emerald?
17- What are the colors of the rainbow?
18- What do you call a doctor that takes care of your oral health?
19- What is the name of the cowboy in Toy Story?
20- What is the name of the author of the book: My No No No Day?
21- Which holiday do you go trick or treating? 
22- How many sides does a triangle have?
23- If you freeze water, what do you have?
24- What are baby cats called?
25- What is the opposite of above?
26- How many days are in a week?
27- What color is a ladybug?
28- How many vowels are in the word CAT?
29- What is 18 take away 8?
30- What shape it the STOP sign?
31- What color is the STOP sign?
32- What do you need if you are thirsty?
33- What do you need if you are tired?
34- Can you name 3 animals from the Amazon?
35- How many months are in one year?
36- Whats the capital of Brasil?
37- What so you call a scientist that studies rocks?


